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Posted July 8, 2012  Report post

Does anyone know how to control where the split between nfc and afc teams occurs for the
leaders screens? I am making a rom that has the �rst two divisions in the AFL and the last
four in the NFL. Any help would be appreciated.

  Quote

"It has come to my attention that a mustache is part of a black man's heritage, the rest of you
have no heritage so shave them off!" Bo Schembechler
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Posted July 9, 2012  Report post

just found this today for one of my roms
x30032 nfc start
x3003A total # of teams both afc/nfc
thats all I needed if you need anything else let me know
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Posted July 10, 2012 (edited)  Report post

I tried changing the bytes you mentioned but it had no effect on the two roms I tried it on.
O.k. I got it now.
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at x30031 a9 xx (where xx is the start of the nfc)
at x30037 a9 00 (where 00 is the start of the afc)
at x30339 a2 xx (where xx is the end of the afc)
at x3003e a9 00 (where 00 is the start of all)
at x30040 a2 xx (where xx is the end of all)
Edited July 11, 2012 by Carther

  Quote

"It has come to my attention that a mustache is part of a black man's heritage, the rest of you
have no heritage so shave them off!" Bo Schembechler
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Posted July 15, 2012  Report post

This doesn't work for my rom. The afc is showing all 10 teams but the nfc is only showing
10 as well. No matter what I change it to the nfc never shows more than 13 teams out of
the 16 I need it to show. Is this one of those areas where both conferences have to be the
same size or something.?

  Quote

"It has come to my attention that a mustache is part of a black man's heritage, the rest of you
have no heritage so shave them off!" Bo Schembechler
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